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tuner driversWe know from this blog, and from his other political writings, that
Thomas Jefferson was not opposed to religious freedom. We also know that he
supported the broadest possible toleration for religious views, as evidenced by the
First Amendment. And, as has been alleged, Jefferson was also opposed to free
exercise of religion, as evidenced by the Kentucky Resolutions of 1798 and 1799.
So why do we hear so many people calling for a Jefferson memorial that is not just
like the others? The answer, at least in part, is that Thomas Jefferson was actually
a pluralist with respect to religion. In fact, he advocated in these very Kentucky
Resolutions the rights of all religious groups to practice their beliefs without
government interference, including the right of individuals to pursue their own
personal faith. As a pluralist, Jefferson believed in the right of people to embrace
their religion in their private lives, as long as that did not interfere with the rights
of others. In fact, a pluralist is someone who recognizes that there are a number of
ways to live, and that a wide variety of beliefs are compatible with the preservation
of civil society. Thus, pluralists are not "tolerant" of beliefs, but rather seek to
preserve the rights of each person to hold and worship as he sees fit, while also
permitting others to pursue their own beliefs in their own ways. It is important to
note that pluralism does not mean that no one is right. Pluralism is not synonymous
with relativism, and a pluralist does not mean that no one has a right to believe or
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behave as he wants. Rather, pluralism means that the rights of individuals are
paramount, and that government must not interfere with individuals' pursuit of
their own beliefs. But there
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